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Compared with fault detection and isolation (FDI) issues modeling of an 

industrial productivity process (IPP) is more important issue due to the 

fact that FDI schemes usually depend on the developed process models. 

IPP is always modeled by Grafcet that represents a process model with 

safe or discrete modules. However, hybrid systems are discrete, 

continuous, and actually are unsafe. Unlike Grafcet, Petri nets are 

mathematical approaches that combine a well defined mathematical 

theory with a graphical representation of the systems' dynamic behaviors. 

The theoretic aspect of Petri nets allow precise modeling and analysis of 

the system behavior, while the graphical representation of Petri nets 

(PNs) enable visualization of the changes of the system states. According 

to these reasons, modeling, analyzing, and verifying of the IPP using Petri 

nets are valuable issues to be addressed in this paper. Introducing Petri 

nets as graphical representation tool for modeling and supervision of the 

IPP instead of Grafcet is the main contribution of this paper. This 

contribution can be achieved as follows. First, the required information is 

collected from the expertise and the available catalogues of the IPP to be 

modeled. Second, the process will be modeled using Petri nets based on 

the collected information. Third, the PN-modules of the IPP and its net 

PN-model should be verified and validated using MATLAB-based PN-tool 

and P-invariant concepts. Simulation results show that the proposed PN 

formalism is promising for modeling and validating of the IPP at real 

time. 

KEYWORDS: Modeling formalism, Hybrid systems, Petri nets, Grafcet, 

IPP 
 

1- INTRODUCTION 

We would like to zoom into industrial production processes (IPPs), and focus on their 

modeling issues to enhance and optimize the operation and reduce number of upsets of 

these plants. In such station there are three primary pumps stations which receive 

stabilized crude oil from different stabilizers and the output of these shipping pumps 

flows to the main shuttle lines. From the shuttle lines the oil can be diverted to 

different production pipelines. Nn addition, the flow control valves FCV’s control the 
flow amount in the shuttle line. Unfortunately, the shuttle line pressure and flow can be  

disturbed for reasons related to operating problems, such as pump vibrations and high 

bearing temperature which may cause damage. In this case the Emergency shutdown 

system (ESD) would isolate the effected pump. Using discrete event systems concepts 
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and Petri net tools, modeling of this industrial process is important issue to enhance its 

behavior and mass production. 

As the scope of control theory is being extended into the domains of 

manufacturing automation, robotics, computer and communication networks, and 

many other complex man-made technological systems, there is an increasing demand 

for different models, capable of describing these systems [1]. Industrial production 

processes are commonly classified as hybrid processes, where they contain two distinct 

types of systems that interact with each other: systems with continuous dynamics and 

systems with discrete dynamics [2-3]. Discrete event system models are useful when 

dealing with dynamic systems that are not fully modeled by classical models, such as 

differential or difference equations. Hybrid processes have control levels. The basic 

control level (local control) deals with processes that are usually continuous in nature. 

The basic control level is therefore superimposed by higher levels of the control 

hierarchy, ranging from supervisory control, production planning to business process 

management which is discrete in nature. While differential and difference equation 

models evolve with time, a discrete event system evolves with the occurrence of 

events. It is common to see discrete event systems modeled as finite automata [4]. 

Finite automata models are impractical for systems with large number of states. Huge 

states of the system to be modeled, results the state space explosion problem.  

One way of dealing with these problems is to model discrete event systems 

using Petri nets. In this method, the state explosion problem can be avoided. Petri net 

models are normally more compact than similar automata based models and are better 

suited for the representation of discrete event systems [5-6]. Some of the common 

successful application area of Petri nets in discrete event modeling and control are 

flexible manufacturing [7], industrial automation and robotics [8], and batch chemical 

processes [9]. Numerous approaches to the systematic construction of Petri net models 

have been proposed. These approaches can be broadly classified into Bottom-up, Top-

down, and Hybrid approaches.  

Grafcet inherits many of its features from the theory of Petri nets [10]. It is a 

special case of Petri nets. It represents the processes that are safe or binary in nature. 

However, hybrid systems are discrete, continuous, and actually are non safe. Unlike 

Grafcet, Petri nets, are mathematical approaches. They combine a well defined 

mathematical theory with a graphical representation of the dynamic system behavior. 

The theoretic aspect of Petri nets allow precise modeling and analysis of a system 

behavior, while the graphical representation of Petri nets enable visualization of the 

changes of the system states [11]. This combination is the main reason for the great 

success of Petri nets that have been used to model various kinds of dynamic event-

driven systems. Many Petri net-based software modules are published recently [12]. 

They can be summarised as: Allen Bradley, Mitsubishi, Shneider Automation Group 

(AG), Omron, Siemens, and ABB Automation. However, Siemens modules are 

common used in oil producing plants. 

Introducing Petri nets instead of Grafcet for modeling the IPP is the main 

contribution of this paper. This main contribution can be achieved by: 

1. Formulating the collected information about the IPP to a suitable recipe 

2. Modelling the IPP using Petri nets based on the described recipe 

3. Verifying and validating the IPP modules using the MATLAB 
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4. Integrating the developed PN-modules into one sequential model that represent 

the IPP 

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the essential background of 

Petri nets used in this paper are summarized. The modelling algorithm is detailed in 

Section 3. Section 4 describes some units of the IPP to be modeled. The developed 

Petri net modules of the IPP are detailed in section 5. Section 6 describes the proposed 

analyses, and validation methodologies of the developed modules. Section 7 gives the 

simulation results obtained. Section 8 concludes the topics issued through the paper 

and suggests points for future work. 
 

2.  THE ESSENTIAL BACKGROUND  

Petri nets can be analyzed using the reachability graph or the coverability graph [13] 

and [14]. This paper addressed the required properties that are employed for modeling 

purposes. Petri nets are classified into many classes based on structural and behavioral 

properties involving the ways arcs connect places and transitions. These classes can be 

summarized as follows. 
 

Definition-1: Petri net graph 

A Petri net graph (or structure) is a weighted bipartite graph N= (P, T, F, W) where: 

P = {p1, p2, …., pn} is a finite set of places represented by circles,  n P  . 

T = {t1, t2, …., tm} is a finite set of transitions represented by bars,  m T  . 

F (P × T) (T × P) is a set of arcs from places to transitions and from 

transitions to places in the graph. 

O W : I  → {1, 2, 3 . . .} is a weight function on the arcs.     
 

Definition-2: Petri net marking 

The marking function PM :  represents the number of tokens (depicted as dots) 

residing inside each place. The marking vector of a PN is usually expressed as an n-

entry vector M={mp1,mp2,…mpn}. Where 
 are the non negative integers. 

 

Definition-3: Enabled transition 

In a PN system, a transition tjT in a Petri net is said to be enabled if mk(pi)≥ w(pi,tj) 

for all pi
I(tj). An enabled transition tj can be fired reaching a new marking Mk+1 

which can be computed as (PN state equation):  

Mk+1 = Mk + C qk(i)                                          (1) 

yk+1=Φ Mk+1                    (2) 

where qk(i)=0, i≠j, qk(j)=1, q is the firing vector, C is the incident matrix, Φ is the 

output matrix, and y is the output of the PN net, and k is the time step.  
 

Definition-4: Incidence matrix 

The architecture or layout of a Petri net can be represented with an integer matrix 

known as the incidence matrix. The incidence matrix C of a Petri net is an n × m 

matrix whose (i, j) entry is of the form dij = w(tj, pi)-w(pi, tj). The incidence matrix is 

useful in studying the reachability problem. 
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Definition-5: Firing sequences  

A firing sequence from M0 is a sequence of transitions ktt .....1  such that 

kMMM  k22110 [t......[t[tM , where
kM[M0
 denotes that  may be fired at M0 yielding Mk. 

 

Definition-6: Pure and ordinary Petri nets 

A pair of a place p and a transition t is called a self-loop if p is both an input and output 

place of t. A Petri net is said to be pure if it has no self-loop. A Petri net is said to be 

ordinary if all of its arc weights are 1's. 
 

Definition-7: A state machine  

A State Machine (SM) is a Petri net in which all transitions have one input and one 

output place , i.e., 

1 
tt   for all  Tt       (3) 

The significant nodes in a state machine are the places. Each transition allows 

tokens to flow from one place to another, but a token in a particular place may enable 

multiple transitions. The SM Petri net has no concurrency or synchronization but 

parallelism.  
 

Definition-8: A marked graph  

A Marked Graph (MG) is a Petri net in which all places have a single input and a 

single output transition ,i.e., 

       1 
pp   for all  Pp         (4) 

The significant nodes in a marked graph are the transitions. Each place 

receives tokens from one transition and loses tokens to another, but a single transition 

may have multiple input and output places. The MG Petri net has no conflict or 

parallelism but synchronization 
 

Definition-9: A free choice net 

A Free Choice (FC) net is a Petri net such that for every arc from a place p to a 

transition t )( tp  ,where t is the only output transition of p (no conflict), or  p is the 

only input place of t. The FC Petri net allows conflict and synchronization. 
 

Definition-10: An extended free choice 

An Extended Free Choice (EFC) net is a Petri net such that for every arc 

)( tp  there exists an arc from all input places of t to all output transitions of p. 

Using the "bullet" notation, for all pairs of places, p1 and p2, in an EFC net, 

 2121 pppp   (symmetric choice).  
 

Definition-11: An asymmetric choice 

An asymmetric choice net is a Petri net such that for all pairs of places, p1 and p2. 

 12 pp   or   2121 pppp  . 
 

Definition-12: (liveness) 

A Petri net (N, Mo) is said to be live if, no matter what marking has been reached from 

the initial marking Mo, it is possible to ultimately fire any transition of the net N 

defined in definition-1 by progressing through some further firing sequence. This 
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means that a live Petri net guarantees deadlock-free operation, no matter what firing 

sequence is chosen. Liveness is an ideal property for many systems. However, it is 

impractical and too costly to verify this property for some systems such as batch 

chemical processes.  
 

Definition-13: Reachable states 

A marking n  is said to be reachable from a marking 0  if there exists a sequence of  

firings that transforms 0  to n .   = t1 0  t2 2 ... tn n : a firing or occurrence 

sequence or simply   = t1 t2 …... tn. 0  [  > n  : n  is reachable from 0  by  . 

The set of reachable markings is denoted R(G, M0). 
 

Definition-14: Some of the structural properties of Petri nets, properties that depend 

only on the topological structure; the incident matrix C of the Petri net and not on the 

net's initial marking, are the net invariants. Invariants are important means for 

analyzing Petri nets since they allow for the net's structure to be investigated 

independently of any dynamic process. These invariants are Transition  Invariant (T- 

invariant) and Place Invariant (P- invariant)  respectively. The latter important 

structural property will be used to designed the supervisor of the developed PN-

modules of the IPP as wiil be discussed in section 6. 
 

Definition-15: (boundedness, safety)  

A Petri net (N, 0 ) is said to be k-bounded or simply bounded if the number of tokens 

in each place does not exceed a finite number k for any marking reachable from 0 , 

i.e.,  (pi) ≤ k for every place p and every marking     R( 0 ). A Petri net is said to 

be safe if it is 1-bounded. 
 

Definition-16: (The interpreted Petri net)  

The interpreted Petri net (NPI) structures with Q=(I,Σ,λ, ,) and an initial marking 

0M N is a PI structure defined above, Σ = {α1,α2,...,αr} is the alphabet of 
input symbols αi, λ : T→Σ }{  is a labeling function of transitions with the 

following constraint:  0),(),(,,,  kijiikj tpItpIpifkjTtt  and both 

  )(,)( kj tt , then  );()( kj tt 
q

ZMQR )(),(: 0
  is an output function, that associates to each marking in 

R(Q, 0M ) q-entry output vector; q is the number of outputs.  

 

3.  MODELING OF INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS USING PETRI NETS 

In recent years, a large number of hybrid system modeling formalisms have been 

proposed [15]. These modeling formalisms can be grouped into three classes [16]. The 

first one comprises the extensions of continuous formalisms by the introduction of 

discrete variables, such as ordinary differential equations with Boolean variables. The 

second class comprehends discrete formalisms where new elements are introduced for 

representing the continuous dynamic, such as hybrid Petri net. It incorporates 
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continuous places and transitions in order to model the dynamics of continuous flows. 

The third class of formalisms combines a continuous formalism, described by 

differential equation systems, with discrete ones, such as Petri nets or automata. 

Among the approaches of these groups, the formalisms derived from Petri nets are 

particularly considered because of their well-known power for representing process 

features such as concurrency, conflict, … etc. 
 

3.1. Model Classification  

Mainly there are two models for discrete event systems (DEDS) [17], logical discrete 

event model (DEM), and timed DEM. At the DEM, a common simplifying assumption 

is to ignore the times of occurrence of the events and consider only the order in which 

they occur. This simplification is justified when the model is to be used to study 

properties of the event dynamics that are independent of specific timing assumptions. 

The timed DEM is intended for the study of properties explicitly dependent on 

intervened timing. These models can be further classified as: Deterministic: if the 

timing is priori known, and stochastic: if the timing is not priori known due to random 

delays or random occurrences of events. In this paper, DEM is employed for modeling 

IPP and Petri nets [6] as discrete transition system descriptions are used. 
 

3.2. The modeling methodology 

The modeling methodology proposed in [13] is borrowed to model a logical DEM of 

the IPP in this paper. The methodology follows a modular bottom-up strategy. After 

identifying the system components, a set of state variables is assigned to every 

component, each state variable behavior is modeled by an interpreted Petri net model 

defined in section2- (Definition-16), herein named module. Then the set of modules are 

merged into a single model according to the appropriate relationships achieved through 

two module composition operations. This methodology builds binary interpreted-PN 

(IPN) modules to represent the behavior of each component of the identified discrete 

event system (DES) and the relationships between them. The model captures the 

normal and faulty behavior of the individual components of the system. The 

methodology can be detailed as follows. 

System components: A system component (SC) is identified first. A finite set 

of System Components can be defined as:  i
m

ii
scscscSC ,...,, 21 . The system 

components could be a pump, a valve, a transmitter, etc. 

State variables: For each system component, the different variables needed to 

represent its behaviour must be chosen. The finite set of state variables (SV) can be 

defined as:  i
m

iii
svsvsvSV ,...,, 21  associated to the system component SCsc

i   

(for instance 
i

sc a valve position) must be built. There exists at least one state variable 

for each system component. 

Set of values: For each state variable, 
ii

j SVsv  , the set i
jSV

Val = 

 ij
P

ijij
valvalval ,...,, 21  of possible values of 

i
jsv  must be stated. Necessary faulty values 
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should also be considered in this set. For instance, the valve position may take four 

values: "Open", "Closed", "Error On Open" and "Error On Closed". 

Codification: The values in each set i
jSV

Val  must be represented in terms of 

PN markings. This can be easily achieved if binary places are used. Thus, for each 
ii

j SVsv   a set  ij
P

ijij

SV
PPPP i

j
,...,, 21 i

j
i
j SVSV

PVal    must be 

created. The marking of these places is binary and mutually exclusive. Then, 

  1ij
zPM  

i
jsv   takes the value 

ij
zVal . Because of the 

existence of faulty values, the set of places can be partitioned into the subsets 
F

SV i
j

P  

and 
N

SV i
j

P , representing the faulty and normal values respectively. 

Event modelling: For each pair of values 
ij
nval and 

ij
mval  such that the state 

variable 
i
jsv  could change from 

ij
nval  to 

ij
mval a transition 

ij
nmT must be created. Then 

one arc going from place 
ij
np to transition 

ij
nmT  and one arc going from 

ij
nmT to place 

ij
mp

must be created. 

Initial marking: The initial marking is defined as:   10 ij
mPM  if the initial 

variable 
i
jsv  is 

ij
nval and   00 ij

mPM  

Output: The output of this algorithm is a set of isolated IPN modules, each one 

modelling the behaviour of a state variable
i
jsv . 

The IPN global model: This paper performs synchronous composition and 

permissive among IPN modules developed to obtain the global IPN model system. The 

basic recipe of the IPP and its IPN modules are detailed in section 4 and 5 respectively. 
 

4.   THE COLLECTED INFORMATION OF THE IPP 

This paper models an industrial production process that comprises three pump stations 

(IPP -1, 2 and 3) to pump oil from this plant to different location as depicted in Fig. 1. 

The pump stations IPP-1 and IPP-2 are steam pumps with pump speed control, while 

the pump station IPP-3 is a motor driven pumps with fixed speed. The latter station is 

selected in this paper to be controlled due to its complexity.  The IPP-3 comprises five 

units, the tank farm unit #2 (TFU-2), the booster pump (BP-3), the shipper pump (SP-

3), the flow control valve (FCV) unit, and the pressure reducing unit (PRU). The BP-3 

consists of a motor driven booster pump with 1500 hp, and a motor driven shipper 

pump (SP-3) with 10000 hp. The former is piped to take the suction from TFU-2 

common header and discharge to the latter at pressure of 100 psi. The SP-3 takes 

suction from the BP-3 at TFU-2. It discharges into two shuttle lines headers at 650 psi. 

For pages reduction reasons, the recipes collected from the expertise and the IPP-3 

catalogues of the TFU-2, and PRU units as selected parts of the IPP-3 are discussed in 

this paper as follows.   
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Fig.1. The schematic diagram of the IPP 

 

4.1. The tank farm unit  

Figure 2 shows the tank farm unit, TFU-2. It comprises two tanks which provide 

storage capacity for stabilized crude from stabilizers. Stabilized crude oil from the 

stabilizer is routed to the tanks. The oil level in these tanks is normally maintained 

within the range of certain two values, however during emergency conditions the oil 

level increases at a higher range. All tanks are utilized for oil storage to feed pump 

units. The TFU-2 performs the following two functions:  

 Open the outlet-block-valves on the tanks in TFU-2,  

  - Tank-2020: Valve MOV-0057 

   - Tank-2021: Valve MOV-0061  

 Open the air operating valves (AOV-152 & AOV-163), these valves are the 

output from the rundown line and input to the booster suction valve  
 

 
Fig. 2. The TFU-2 unit 

 

4.2. The pressure reducing unit 

The pressure reducing unit shown in Fig. 3 consists of four pressure control valves 

(PCV-952-1, PCV-952-2, PCV-952-3 & PCV-452). These control valves are sensed by 

the four-shuttle line transmitters. These transmitters’ are:  
Inputs: The shuttle line-B pressure transmitters are PT-1025 and PT-1405 respectively.  

The shuttle line-A pressure transmitters are PT-1024 and PT-1406 respectively.  

Output: The control valves are PCV-452-1, PCV-952-2, PCV-952-3, and PCV-452. 
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The high selected reading (pressure) from these four transmitters will be used 

as PV for the PRU control.  

 Get the four transmitters readings 

 Select the highest reading out of the four transmitters 

 Compare the highest reading (PV) with the set points  

 If the PV > 610 psi then use the control valve PCV-452 only to reduce 

pressure. 

 If the PV > 620 psi then use the control valves PCV-452, and PCV-952-1 

respectively. 

 If the PV > 630 psi then use the control valve PCV-452, PCV-952-1, and 

PCV-952-2 respectively. 

 If the PV > 640 psi then use the control valve PCV-452, PCV -952-1, PCV-

952-2, and PCV-952-3 respectively. 

 Vise versa when pressure goes down 

 Alarm will be set when the pressure goes higher than 700 psi and ESD system 

maybe takes place.  

Note that the PV is always the high selected value from the four transmitters 

only when the pressure reading is within the operating range. If any transmitter is 

faulty, below or high its range, or put on maintenance by DCS operators, then it will be 

de-selected from the control and the next highest reading will be selected as an input 

(PV) to the PRU controllers.  

These staggered set points will adjust the pressure release to TFU-2 and will 

provide smoother control response for shuttle line’s pressure. For example, when the 
shuttle line pressure rises to 610 psi, only PCV-452 will act to release the pressure to 

TFU-2. If the shuttle line pressure continues to increase then PCV-952-1&2 & 3 will 

open to release the pressure as described above. The following conditions should be 

considered in this case. 

- Normal pressure = 550 psig 

- Very High pressure = 700 psig (all PRS valves should go widely open) 

- Low pressure = 480 psig 
 

5. DEVELOPING THE PETRI NETS MODULES 

Based on the information collected and described in subsection 4.1 about the IPP-3, 

this section forms the recipe of the TFU-2, and PRU and develops their corresponding 

Petri net modules that are linked to the rest developed modules to create the sequential 

PN-model of the plant.  
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Fig. 3. The PRU unit at the shuttle lines A and B 

 

5.1. Developing the PN-based TFU-2 module 

The basic recipe and the developed PN-model of the tank farm unit, TFU-2 can be 

described in Table-1, and Fig. 4 respectively. 
 

Table-1: The TFU-2 basic recipe 
 

Pls. Associated actions Trs. Associated events 

PT1 Initialization tT1 Start Operation 

PT2 Open the outlet-block-valve- MOV-

0057 

tT2 The outlet-block-valve-54 open 

timing 

PT3 The outlet-block-valve- MOV-0057 

is completely opened 

tT3 The outlet-block-valve-58 open 

timing 

PT4 Open the outlet-block-valve- MOV-

0061 

tT4 Unconditional transition  

PT5 The outlet-block-valve- MOV-0061is 

completely opened 

tT5 Intermediate transition 

PT6 Intermediate place tT6 Intermediate transition 

PT7 Intermediate place tT7 The valve AOV-0152 open timing 

PT8 Open valve AOV-0152 tT8 The valve AOV-0163 open timing 

PT9 The valve AOV-0152 is completely 

opened 

tT9 Unconditional transition  

PT10 Open valve AOV-0163 tT10 Intermediate transition 

PT11 The valve AOV-0163 is completely 

opened 

tT11 Intermediate transition 

PT12 Intermediate place   

PT13 Intermediate place   

PTc1 The condition of  the transition  tT4  

that it is pressed one time at each start 

  

PTc2 The condition of the transition, tT9, 

that is pressed one time after opining 

the valves valve-54 and valve-58. 

  

PB1 Initialize the IPP-3 booster pump   
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5.2. Developing the PN-based PRU module 

This paper formulates the information collected in subsection 4.2 and develops also the 

PN-module of the pressure reducing unit, PRU. This is depicted in Table-2, and Fig. 5 

respectively. 

 

tT3

PT1

PT2
PT4

PT3PT5

tT4

tT1

tT2

tT8
tT7

tT9

PT8

PT9

Normal startup  

TFU-2 Unit ●

PT6
PT7

PT12

PT13

tT5tT6

tT10tT11

PB1

PT10

PT11

P: a place

t: a transition

T*: TFU-2

PTc1

  PTc2

 
 

Fig. 4. The developed TFU-2 PN-module 
 

Table-2: The PRS basic recipe 
 

Pls. Description Trs. Description 

PP1 The four transmitters 

readings 

TP1 Read the four transmitters values (PI) 

every 10 min. 

PP2 The highest reading is 

selected 

TP2 Select the highest reading 

PP3 V-452 is opened TP3 610  PV< 620 

PP4 V-952-1 is opened TP4 620PV<630 

PP5 V-952-2 is opened TP5 630  PV< 640 

PP6 V-952-3 is opened TP6 640  PV< 700 

PP7 V-952 is closed TP7 PV<610 

PP8 V-952-1 is closed TP8 PV<620 

PP9 V-952-2 is closed TP9 PV<630 

PP10 V-952-3 is closed TP10 PV<640 

PP11 Intermediate place TP11 Intermediate transition  

PP12 Intermediate place TP12 Intermediate transition 

PP13 Intermediate place TP13 Intermediate transition 
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6.  THE PROPOSED ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION METHOD 

This paper proposes a method for analysis of the developed PN-based IPP-3 modules 

and their sequential merged model. It depends on the P-invariant property of the Petri 

nets. The method also uses the MATLAB and special PN-tool software for analysis 

and verification reasons. In general, there are three analysis methods for Petri nets. 

They are listed as follows, the reachability graph method, incidence matrix and state 

equation, and simple reduction rules and decomposition techniques. 

 

  

PP2

PP3 PP4 PP5 PP6

PP7 PP8 PP9 PP10

PP11 PP12 PP13

      

     TP3 TP4 TP5 TP6

TP7 TP8 TP9 TP10

TP11 TP13

● ●● ●

TP2

TP12

TP1

4

PP1
●●
●●PRU

P: a place

T: Transition

P*: PRU

 
Fig. 5. The developed PRU PN-module 

 

The reachability graph method involves essentially the enumeration of all 

reachable markings or their coverable markings [14]. It is fundamental to analyze the 

qualitative properties of the systems using a Petri net. However, it suffers from the 

state explosion [18-20]. It should be able to apply to all classes of nets, but is limited to 

”small” nets due to the complexity of the state-space explosion . On the other hand, the 

matrix equation method is very powerful, but it may loose the information when the 

net is impure, i.e. there is a self- loop in the net. So that, they are applicable only to 

special subclasses of Petri nets or special situations. The reduction method itself is not 

a completed method. It translates the Petri net to a simple one and then either using the 

reachability method or the matrix equation method to perform the analysis. It is clear 

that no method is enough for analyzing a PN, so using any analyzing methods is 

application dependent. Among these three methods, this paper employs the first 

method to analysis the developed modules of the IPP. The analysis and verification of 

the modules also depend on the P-invariant PN properties that can be described as 

follows.  
 

6.1. P-Invariant Method 

P-invariant property is a set of places whose weighted token count remains constant for 

all possible marking vectors. They are represented by n-dimensional integer vectors x, 

where n is the number of places of the Petri net; non-zero entries correspond to the 
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places that belong to the particular invariant. A place invariant is defined as every 

integer vector x that satisfies 

 TT
xx 0          (5) 

Equation (5) means that the weighted sum of the tokens in the places of the 

invariant remains constant for all reachable markings. This sum is not depending on the 

initial marking of the Petri net. It depends on the structural of the Petri net. The place 

invariants of a net can be computed by finding integer solutions to 

0nT
Cx           (6)         

where 
n

C is the n x m incidence matrix of the Petri net. Given any firing vector q, 

))()(()1( kqCkxkx
nTT    

           )(kx
T  iff  0Dx

T
                          (7) 

Equation (7) means that the weighted sum of the tokens in the places of the 

invariant is constant for all reachable markings. It is very important to check the 

boundness property of a Petri net. Accordingly, this P-invariant method is detailed in 

this paper for verifying the developed PN-modules. It can be briefly described as 

follows.  

Referring to (7), where at least one entry of the vector  
T

x  is nonzero. For 

simplicity use C instead of 
n

C  that is an incidence matrix of PN; the case when x = [0 

0 … 0]T
 is trivial and hence it is excluded by Equation (10) that is in fact a system of 

homogeneous linear algebraic equations [21].  

0.................... 1212111  nnxcxcxc  

0.................... 2222121  nnxcxcxc
 

    ……….. 

0....................2211  nmnmm xcxcxc                               (8) 

Obviously, its zero solution always exists. That is, 

0....................21  nxxx                         (9) 

For a system of linear algebraic equations it is well known that when the rank r 

of its coefficient matrix is equal to the number of equations r = n, exactly one solution 

exists. For the case of the homogeneous system at Equation (8) there is the solution at 

Equation (9). Coefficients cij in the system are integers as it follows from the 

construction of the C-incidence matrix. In this case, the condition r < n is necessary 

but not sufficient for the existence of solutions. In general the weight associated with a 

place may be any integer, but usually one is mainly interested by P-invariants whose 

weights are positives.  

The set of places having a weight not nil in such an invariant is a conservative 

component. This means that the weighted number of tokens in this set of places is 

constant. In otherwords,  TT
xx 0 . 

Using the above P-invariant method described, the developed PN-modules can 

be tested and modified using the MATLAB-based PN-tool software. The developed 

model should be P-invariant model to assure that the number of tokens in the model 
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not exceed certain value in a set of places. The value in each place in our application 

should be one to assure that the developed modules is one-bounded and consequently 

safe.  To clarify the boundness and safeness PN-properties, this paper employs the 

developed module of the TFU-2 as follows.  

The obtained results for the TFU-2 module can be listed as follows. Based on 

the given recipe shown in table-1 the weight vector is X
T
=[x1, x2]; where x1=[1 1 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]
T
 and x2=[1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

T
. This means that the number of 

tokens in the set of places {P1, P2, P3, P6} and places {P1, P4, P5, P7} should be 

constant, however, this is not the case and there is no guarantee to say that this module 

is bounded based on the P-invariant test. After reconfiguring the developed model by 

adding conditioned places {Pc1, Pc2}, the developed module becomes bounded based on 

the same test. This can be clarified as follow.  The obtained weight vector using the 

PN-tool is X
T
=[x1,x2,x3,x4,x5], where x3= [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0]

T
 , x4= [1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0]
T
 , and x5= [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1]

T
. This means that the 

number of tokens in the set of places {P1, P2, P3, P6},{P1, P4, P5, P7}, {P1, P8, P9, P12, 

Pc2},  {P1, P10, P11, P13, Pc2 }, and {P1, Pc1, Pc2, P14} are constant. This guarantees that 

the developed net is bounded but there is no guarantee for the safeness property. For 

safeness property described in Deffention-15, of these set of places should equal five 

tokens and each place in the net should less or equal one. In this TFU-2 module, these 

five tokens can be described as follows. The outlet-block-valve-54, outlet-block-valve-

58, AOV-0152, and AOV-0163 are completely opened. These states need four tokens 

and the rest token initializes the IPP-3 booster pump. However, this is not always true.  

In short, the developed module of the TFU-2 based on the given recipes is not 

P-invariant.  So, the predesigned modules based on the given recipes are not only 

unbounded but also not safe.  This paper reconfigured the developed model using the 

MATLAB-based PN-tool software and the P-invariant method described above to 

obtain the P-invariant modules using the conditioned places shown in table-1, { Pc1, 

Pc2}. However, although the redesigned model is bounded, but there is no guarantee for 

safeness property. This the main reason for needing of the validation method.    
 

6.2. The validation of the developed PN-modules 

To assure the safeness property and the soundness of the developed module, it 

should be validated as follows. Using MATLAB, this paper proposes a method to 

verify the developed PN-modules. The proposed method comprises two main blocks, 

one is the developed PN-module of a unit of the IPP-3, and the other is the state and 

the output equation defined in (1) and (2) respectively. Firing the developed PN-

module and its  mathematical model defined by these two equations, results two 

marking vectors, the real marking vector (Mk+1), and the estimated marking  vector 

(M
s
k+1). Comparing these two vectors may result error values which indicate that the 

developed model should be redesign. This operation continues until the error values 

equal zero. 
 

7. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this paper, using the PN-tool supported by MATLAB, the developed modules 

described in section 5 are analyzed and their problems were overcome. Each analysis is 
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performed in the sense of topology analysis (net class, traps, and siphons), behavioral 

analysis (coverability, and liveness), structural analysis (boundness, safeness, 

conservativeness, repetitiveness, and consistency), and P-invariant analysis described 

in sections 2 and 6 respectively. Among these features, this analysis assures the most 

important ones and tries to enhance the PN-models to develop reliable PN-modules. In 

this paper, the analyzed PN-modules are also verified using the proposed MATLAB-

based validation method described in subsection 6.2. These analysis results are detailed 

as follows. 
 

7.1. Analysis of the TFU-2 module  

7.1.1. Verification of the TFU-2 module  

Using the P-invariant method and the verification method described in section 6, the 

TFU-2 module can be analyzed and verified. Illustration of places and transitions of the 

TFU-2 unit is summarized in Table 1. This paper analysis this model using the Petri net 

tool software, and obtains the following results: 

1- it is free choice net  

2- it has 398 reachable states  

3- it has 372 unsafe states 

4- it is not-bounded;  M16 = [0,0,0,0,0,1,1,ω,0,ω,0,0,0,0]T
 

The state vector of the developed PN-model of the TFU-2 based on the given 

recipe is M=[PT1,PT2,…,PT13,PB-1]
T
. Based on the P-invariant concept described in 

subsection 6.1 the developed module is not P-invariant.  The MATLAB-based Petri net 

tool software has the facility to enhance the model graphically. So, adding two places 

enhances the PN-model and the state vector of the enhanced PN-model of the TFS-2 

becomes, M=[PT1,PT2,…, PT13,PTc1,PTc2, PB-1]
T
. The obtained results of the modified 

model are: 

1- it is free choice net  

2- it has 36 reachable states  

3- all states are safe 

4- it is 1-bounded 
 

7.1.2. Validation of the TFU-2 module  

Using the proposed validation method described in subsection 6.2, the TFU-2 module 

can be validated using the PN-tool as follows. The marking vector is 

M=[PT1,PT2,…,PT13,PTc1,PTc2,PB1]
T
, and the input or firing vector is q=[tT1,tT2, …, tT11]

T
. 

Let us starting from firing tT1; q=[1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
T
, and the initial marking vector 

M0=[1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
T
, the new state after firing the transition tT1 is: 

M1=[0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0]
T
. According to the recipe shown in table 1, the 

new states is start opening the outlet-block-valve-54 (PT2), start opening the outlet-

block-valve-58, (PT4), and the condition of  the transition  tT4  is activated to make it is 

fired one time at each start of the TFU-2. Also, firing the transition tT2;  

q=[0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
T
 leads to the new state, M2=[0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0]

T
. 

This means the outlet-block-valve-54 is completely opened (PT3). This firing sequence 

is carried out until firing tTF9; q=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1,1,1]
T
. This leads to the final state of 

this TFU-2 as, MF=[0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,,0,0,0,0,1]
T
. This final state means that the 
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outlet-block-valve-54 & 58 (PT3,PT5) and the air operating valves AOV-0152 & 0163 

(PT9,PT11) are completely permanent opened and the next unit BP-3  (PB1)  is initialized. 

It is clear that the developed module is safe M(.) <=1, and is identical to the given 

recipe depicted in table-1.  
 

7.2. Analysis of the PRU module  

7.2.1. Verification of the PRU module  

Illustration of places and transitions of the PRS is summarized in table 2. This paper 

cannot analysis this model using the Petri net tool software because it is not ordinary 

PN. This is due to the arc weight between the source transition and the first place is 

four. However, the author designed this module to be, 4-bounded, safe, and live. 
 

7.2.2. Validation of the PRU module 

Using the proposed validation method described in subsection 6.2, the model can be 

validated using the PN-tool as follows. The marking vector is M=[PP1,PP2,…, PP13]
T
, 

and the input or firing vector is q=[tP1,tP2, …, tP13]
T
. Let us starting from firing tP1; 

q=[1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
T
, and the initial marking vector 

M0=[0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0]
T
, the new state after firing the transition tP1 is: 

M1=[4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
T
. According to the recipe shown in table 5, the new 

states means that the four transmitters readings are available (PP2). Also, firing the 

transition tP2; q=[0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
T
 leads to the new state, 

M2=[3,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
T
. This means the highest reading of the transmitters is 

selected (PP3). This firing sequence has conditioned transitions as depicted in table 3. 

Supposed tP5 is fired. This leads to the state, M=[3,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1]
T
. This state 

means that the valves V-452, V-952-1, and V-952 are automatically opened in a 

sequence to reduce the pressure from approximately 640 psi to less than 610 psi. If the 

pressure is 625 psi, the valve V-952-2 should be closed and V-452 and V-952-1 remain 

open. This operation should be automatically continued, until the pressure is ok that 

leads to the flow request management. This intelligent module adapts itself to 

reconfigure its valves. This is very important for industrial processes to avoid any 

unplanned shut down. 
 

7.3. The two Modules Composition Operations 

As mentioned in subsection 3.2, the system components maybe valves, pumps, … etc. 
For example, a valve can be represented by a state variable that is associated with a set 

of values. These values, open or closed, can be represented by two places and one 

transition that represent the valve module.  Through the two-module composition 

operations [13], the set of modules developed in sections 5 are merged into a single 

model according to the appropriate relationships achieved. To clarify this point, 

suppose that the four modules of the TFU-2 are the valves MOV-0057, MOV-0061, 

AOV-152, and AOV-163 respectively. Theses modules should be linked to represent 

concurrently operation as depicted in Fig. 6. The transition number four was appeared 

two transitions; one for each branch. Based on the two modules composition 

operations, this transition becomes one to link the two modules such that the output 

places of the valves MOV-0057, and MOV-0061 are linked with the input places of the 
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valves AOV-152, and AOV-163 respectively. This structure represents concurrent 

operation that is an attribute of system interactions. This philosophy is used to link all 

modules developed for the TFU-2, the PRU, and all IPP units.  

PT3PT5

tT4

PT8

PT7

tT5tT6

PT10

PT6

 
 

Fig. 6. A part of Fig. 4 
 

7.4. The developed net sequential model  

Linking the developed validated modules detailed above with the other developed 

modules that have not appeared in this paper due to their long analyses, structures the 

whole PN-model of the IPP-3. This link is obtained from the whole recipes collected 

and formulated in this paper. It can be achieved by the set of places and transition, 

{PB1, PS1, PF-1, and tSP-5}, where PB1 is initialization place from TFU-2 unit to booster 

pump (BP-3) unit,  PS1  is initialization place from BP-3 unit to Shipper pump (SP-3) 

unit, PF-1 is initialization place from SP-3 unit to flow control valve (FCV) unit. The 

transition tSP-5 links a booster pump place, PB3, and the shipper pump, SP-3 unit. Where 

PB3 means that the valve V-1783 should be opened The emergency shut down (ESD) 

signal can shutdown the process and reset the developed model. This is designed by 

linking all the activated places of the TFU-2, BP-3, and SP-3 units and the signals of 

the FCV (very low flow) and the PRU (very high pressure) to a transition named reset 

transition.  Simulation results of the sequential model are too long to written in this 

paper. However, the main features of the developed sequential PN-model are: 1-

bounded, safe, reachable, live, and simple to follow its sequence.  
 

8.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  

Modeling of discrete event systems was addressed in this paper that focused on the 

IPP. This paper developed the modules of the IPP-3 that was integrated to develop the 

sequential PN-model of the station. Analysis of the developed PN-modules and the 

sequential PN-model of the IPP-3 were performed in this paper using MATLAB-based 

PN-tool and simulation MATLAB programs. Introducing Petri nets for modeling 

purposes and control instead of Grafcet is the main contribution of this paper.  This 

contribution was achieved by formulating the collected information from the expertise 

and the available catalogues, modelling the IPP using Petri nets, and verifying and 
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validating the IPP modules using the MATLAB-based Petri-net tool software and 

MATLAB tools. The TFU-2 and PRU were selected as parts of the IPP-3 to highlight 

this contribution. Simulation results reflect that using Petri nets for modelling 

industrial processes instead Grafcet is an added value for industry. These promising 

results encourage the author to verify the developed modules and the PN-model at real 

time.    
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  نمذجة العمليات الصناعية اإنتاجية

قارنةةبقضقيةةاكاقاف اةةااقاوعزةةا قععبر ةةاق ن ضةةرقليةةكبقنملصةةبقارنمككةةاهقار ةةناعكبقاوف ةةرق  مكةةبق كةة قم
كرصعقلركقإريقإنق قنكاهقاف اااقاوعزا ق ن مدقضدرصبقفضكرةقعكيقارنمةعل قارمتة مد عقعةادةقكة  قنملصةبق

 كةةكقارنمككةةاهققعارةةليقك نامةة قمةةعق(Grafcet)قهضاتةة مدا قصةةراق تةةق(IPP)ارنمككةةاهقار ةةناعكبقاجن اصكةةبق
 يقاكتةم قضارنمككةاهقارم نةددةق ةيقمنقعا ةدعقق-ض عرةقم قزنةبقإمةاقعا ةدق عق ةورق عقضمننةيقممةرقممنةبق

 ةننقاةضفاهقق Grafcetارةنم قار ةناعكبق صةكنقمةنقار ما ككةبقعارم قزنةبقعقغارضةاقغكةرقممنةبعقعكةيقعفة ق
 م كةكقلةدرةق اعكةبقرك نامةة قق–ارةنم قض ةريقعار ةيق صمةعقضةكنقار م كة قارركايةيقعار م كة قارمراةيقرةدكنامكفكاهق

 نةدقليةاكاقراكتةةبققIPPمةعقارةنم قار ةناعكبقارم صنةبعقعر ةةلاقاوتةضامق ةننقنملصةبقع  ككة قع عفكةةدقنمةال ق
كصدرقار زرققإرك اقعمنارص  اق يق لاقارض  عق نقاجت ا قاوتاتيقر لاقارض ة ق ةعقإدمةا قاةضفاهقض ةريق

ار ةيق ة قق-ركةاعقعر  قكةقق ةلاقار ةداق ة قعيةعقارمنكعمةاهقارمت مد ق اق Grafcetضداقمنقق IPPرنملصبق
 ةيق ةةعرةقق-ققIPP صمكن ةاقمةنقارمضةةراهقارمعصةعدةق ةيق قةة ق اةةك قارم زةبقعارفا ارعصةةاهقارما ةبققمق

ع وكبقعكمكبقدلكقبعقعفلركق  قضناءقنمةعل قر ةلاقارنمككةبقضاتة مدا قاةضفاهقض ةريقع ة ق  كككةققعار  قةققمنةقق
عقP-invariantعمو ةع قما ةكبققMATLABمن مدةقعكةيققPetri Net Toolsضات مدا قضرامجقما بق

عيةة هقارن ةةااجقارم افكةةبقلةةدرةقاةةضفاهقض ةةريقعكةةيقار نامةة قمةةعقم ةة ق ةةلاقاونممةةبقارمنقةةدةقعاةةصنهق ةةلاق
ار  قةققعنةدقارةبمنقار قكقةيقمةنققارن ااجقعكيقاات مرارق يق  تكنق داءق لاقارنم قار ةناعكبقع ةعاقإرةي

  ككقارنمال قار يق  قضناؤ اق يق لاقارض  ع

 

ق
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